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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of having unethical behavior of secretaries in
organizations and their effects on the productivity. Unethical behaviors of secretaries could affect the growth
of the organization. The methodology employed was a survey study  design.  During  the  research  process,
the population of study comprised 35 Secretaries from Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island and Rivers
State College of Arts and Science, Rumuola. Convenience sampling technique was adopted in the course of
the research. Correlation was used in testing the hypothesis. After analysis, the obtained findings revealed that
there are great effects of unethical behavior in organizations. Integrity can be lost overnight because of
unethical practices and that there are likely causes of unethical behavior which could result from personal gain
and selfish interest. Secretaries are greatly faced with challenges that affect their productivity in an environment
that is not conducive. At the end recommendations were made chosen which are: (1) the challenges of ethical
behavior  should  be  met  by  organizations if they are truly concerned about survival and competitiveness.
(2)  Organizations should create ethical awareness, encourage ethical reasoning and support ethical actions.
(3) Organization should enlighten their employee about ethical standards, correct behavior and how ethical
issues would be handled. This will set tore for decision making.
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INTRODUCTION the organizations culture and values [1]. Ethical behavior

An  organization  requires  management  structure opposed to bad or wrong in a particular setting. Is it
that ensures definition of roles and responsibilities, ethical for example, to pay a bribe to obtain a business
recruitment and selection of suitable personnel to occupy contract in a foreign country? Is it ethical to allow your
position created within the context of the business company withholds information that might discourage a
organization, discharge the assigned roles and job candidate from joining your organization? Is it ethical
responsibilities towards the achievement of set goals. to ask someone to take a job you know will not be good

The objectives set by a business organization cannot for his/her career progress? Is it ethical to do personal
be achieved unless the employee of that business business on company time?
demonstrates ethical behavior in carrying out their duties It is very necessary that government official,
which can enhance the corporate image of the business managers, workers in general and the organization they
where it operates. This becomes essential to stimulate represent all act according to high ethical and moral
patronage for the goods and services produced by the standards. The future will bring a renewed concern with
business concern. maintaining high standards of ethical behavior in

Ethical behavior refers to how an organization organizational transaction and in workplace. Employees
ensures that its decisions, actions and stakeholders who demonstrate unethical behavior do not promote the
interactions conform to the organization moral and fortunes and well being of the business organization and
professional principles. The principles support all it could be very challenging to achieve success in such
applicable laws and regulations and are the foundation for organizations.

is that which is morally accepted as good and right as
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Statement of the Problems: It is a sad truth that The following are the duties of secretaries according to
secretaries of every organization will occasionally Edun and Ajetunmobi [2]
encounter team members who are taking part in unethical
behavior. Such unethical behavior includes a wide variety Taking dictation and transcribe same on the
of activities. The challenges faced by ethical secretaries typewriter
could include; Sexual harassment in organization, Opening of new files, filing of documents and
duplicating software for use at home, falsifying the dispatching of letters
number of hours worked, involving in illegal practice such Answers the telephone and make outgoing calls
as embezzling money from business/organization, Make appointments for the boss and keep records of
falsifying business records, making long distance call on them
business  lines,  leaking  of  vital  information’s  to  the Acts as memory aids to the boss
public etc. Compose letters and help type reports

An ethical secretary in such a work environment Keep financial records and handle imprest account 
would not find it very convenient to work with his/her Prepare agenda and notice of meetings
boss or other employees. It is upon the premises that this Type minutes of the meetings
study was conducted. Keep press cuttings, files and scrapbook about

Purpose of the Study: An effective organizational culture Acts as a go-between for the boss
should encourage ethical behavior and discourage Makes hotel reservations and other travel
unethical behavior. Admittedly, ethical behavior may cost arrangements
the organization even though ethical problems in
organizations continue to greatly concern society, A secretary as a person employed to deal with
organization and individuals, the potential impact that correspondence, keep records and handle clerical
organizational culture can have on ethical behavior has businesses for an individual, business or committee. In all,
not really been explored. What is needed in today’s a secretary in an embodiment of virtue and may be
complicated times is for more organizations to step articulated as follows:
forward and operate with more positive and ethical
culture. The major purpose while this research was Sensitive to clients and their problem
conducted is to focus on the following:- Effective in meeting deadlines

To find out the effects of unethical behavior on Resilient
organizational productivity Eager to serve

Research Question: Amazingly well organized

RQ1: What is the effect of unethical behavior on moment’s notice
organizational productivity? Yield to stressful situations.

Hypothesis:

H 1: There is no effect of unethical behavior on executive, possessing mastery of office skills and ability,0

organizational productivity? assumes responsibility without direct supervision, which

Review of Related Literature decisions within the scope of her authority.
Who is a Secretary?: Stated that the title of “secretary” Professional Secretary International (PSI) defines a
may refer to a chief administrator of an organization or to secretary as an executive assistant who has mastery of
a person who performs the functions of organizing and office skills, demonstrates the ability to assume
recording the proceedings of a meeting, or to a responsibility without direct supervision, exercises
professional auxiliary staff, skilled in shorthand and initiative and judgment and makes decisions within the
typewriting  and  mainly  responsible   to  an  executive. scope of assigned authority.

employers interest

Confidential confidante

Tactful

Ready to handle high-pressure situations on a

Onifade [3] define a Secretary as an assistant to an

displays initiatives, exercises judgment and makes
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Ordu[4] defines secretary as an office-staff who Unethical Practices That Exist in Organizations: In most
combines the mastery of secretarial skills of typewriting
and shorthand with office routine function. A secretary is
a person employed to write orders, letters, dispatches,
public or private papers, records etc. Therefore, an ethical
secretary is one who conforms to the moral standard of
conduct of his/her profession, relating to dealing with or
capable of making the distinction between right and
wrong conduct. An ethical secretary behaves in a way
that ensures that all its actions, decisions conform to the
professional principles. According to Adewale [5], some
of the ethical demands on the professional secretary
include:

Confidentiality: A secretary should be able to keep
confidential matters secret. She/he should also be able to
protect/secure the office and its equipment.

Appearance: The secretary should appear decent, neat
and presentable. The way they dress will determine the
way they will be addressed.

Computer Competencies: The knowledge of computer
should be in the finger tip of the secretary. Having
computer knowledge adds value to the organization.

Self Confidence: Secretaries are expected to have
confidence in themselves in order to drive fear and
tension. Emotions should be controlled.

Punctuality: A secretary is expected to be in the office
before her boss in order to keep the office set for the
day’s job.

Organizational Skills: These skills are required in order
to achieve organizational objectives.

Leadership: The leadership competence of the secretary
is usually required for the effective management of co-
workers and observance of decorum in the office.

Courtesy: Secretaries are known to be respectful. They
are expected to have good human relation skills.

Flexibility and Adaptability: A good secretary must be
able to work in any organization despite the challenges.
She should be able to adapt to situations.

Intuitiveness: Secretaries should have the ability to
develop the mind to visualize and sense things. It requires
immediate recognition of and sharp insight into things.

organizations, unethical practices have destroyed the
image. Most clients have lost confidence in them and as
they can hardly achieve their aim of establishment. The
common unethical practices that can be found in
organizations include;

Sexual Harassment
Information Mismanagement
Rumor Mongering
Trading in work places/offices
Bribery and Corruption
Falsification of documents
Duplicating software for use at home
Falsifying the number of hours worked
Embezzling money from business/ organization
Making long distance calls on business line
Disregard of company policy
Failure to honor commitment
Inappropriate use of the computer

The Concept of Ethics: Ethics is the learning of what is
right thing but the right thing is not as straight forward as
conveyed in a great deal of business ethics literature.
Most ethical dilemma in the work place is not simply a
manner of “should Bob steal from Jack” or should Jack lie
to his boss”? [6].

Many ethicists asserted there is a right thing to do
based on moral principles and others believe the right
thing to do depend on situations. Ultimately, it’s up to the
individual. My philosophers consider ethics to be the
“science of conduct”. Twin cities consultants, W. Doug
and P. John of the twin cities-based fulcrum group explain
that ethics includes the fundamental ground rules by
which we live our lives. Philosophers have been
discussing  ethics  for  at  least  2500  years,  since  the
time of Socrates and Plato. Many ethicists consider
emerging ethical belief to be “state of the act” legal
matters i.e. what becomes an ethical guidelines today is
often translated to a low, regulation or rule tomorrow
values which guide how we ought to behave are
considered moral values e.g. values such as respect,
honesty, fairness, responsibilities etc. Statement about
how these values are applied is sometimes called moral or
ethical principles.

The concept has come to mean various things to
various people but generally it’s coming to know what is
right or wrong in the workplace and doing that which is
right. Attention to business ethics is critical during times
of fundamental change [7].
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Business ethics is the applied ethics discipline that the alteration of business records. It could be falsifying
addresses the moral features of commercial activities. In number of hours worked (alteration of timecard), financial
practice however, a dizzying array of projects is pursued records, record of sales etc. An ethical secretary whose
under its rubric. Programs of legal compliance, empirical boss is unethical is likely to be involved in such practices.
studies into the moral beliefs and attitudes of business Emeti [10] reveals that secretaries are made to tell lies just
people, arguments for or against mandatory workers to protect their boss. Secretaries tell casual visitors that
participation in management and attempt at applying the boss is not available to prevent the boss from being
traditional ethical theories, theories of justice or theories distracted. Also to smartly deceive the boss’s wife and
of the state to firms or to functional area of business are sway her away from entering her husband’s office when
all advanced as contributions to business ethics he is playing with a strange woman inside his office. 
especially in its academic literature. These projects vary The work load of a secretary is a great challenge
considerably and often seem to have little in common because he/she is expected to tidy up the office before
other than the conviction held by those who pursue them leaving. Most secretaries come to work very early and
and that whatever each is pursuing is business ethics. leave very late. They need to arrange the documents for

Ethics are considered the moral standards by which the next day activity. They hardly have time for their
people judge behavior. Ethics are often summed up in family. The state of mind of such secretaries could affect
what is considered the “golden rule” which says do unto their jobs. Most times they are not even paid for the extra
others what you want them to do unto you. time put in their job.

Business experts have defined and describe the term Divulging confidential matters are unethical practices
ethical behavior in many ways. Ethical behavior is defined that exist in an unethical work environment. An ethical
as ethics conforming to moral standard of conduct of a secretary can be pressurized just to get confidential
given profession and moral relating to dealing with or information from her. These are most times done by their
capable of making the distinction between right and colleagues’ working in the same organization. Information
wrong in conduct. The term ethical behavior refers to how can also be given out to external bodies especially
organization ensure that all its decisions, actions and competitors who would secretly come to the organization
stakeholders interactions conform to the organization is to get information on how the company have been
moral and professional principles. These principles should excelling [11]. 
support all applicable laws and regulations and are the
foundation for the organization’s culture and values. The Effect of Unethical Behavior in Work Environment:
They define “right” from “wrong”. Ethical behavior is No matter where we look today, the erosion of ethics and
considered general knowledge of knowing the difference basic moral principles of right and wrong have taken us to
between rights or wrong and only practicing the right the point where trust in our organization and the very
decisions [8]. system perhaps at no time during the last two or three

Challenges of Ethical Secretaries in an such paramount importance to the well being of our
Unethical Work Environment: There are lots of business entities and country.
challenges in which secretaries are being faced with. Business for social responsibility brief that an
Notwithstanding, most secretaries never soil themselves organization has many reasons for operating ethically,
with unethical practices despite all. including avoiding fines and litigation, reducing damage

Sexual harassment is one of the challenges faced by to the firm’s reputation, protecting or increasing capital
secretaries in organizations [9]. reveals that sexual and shareholders’ value, direct and in direct cost control,
harassment occurs when one employee makes continued, creating a competitive advantage and avoiding internal
unwelcome sexual advances, request for sexual favors and corruption.
under verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that On the other hand, unethical behavior in firms results
is severe or pervasive and affects working conditions or in lower productivity, especially among highly skilled
creates a hostile work environment. A secretary can be employees as seen in “The relationship of Ability and
harassed sexually by her boss, visitors, colleagues etc. satisfaction to job performance” [12]. Lower financial

Falsification of document could also be a great performance is measured by metrics such as economic
challenge. Secretaries are expected to act as their boss value added and market value added according to Webley
instructs them. Falsification of document has to do with and Morre [13] and abnormal negative returns to the

decades has business ethics or the lack thereof, been of
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stakeholders for prolonged period of time. All of these are discrimination. The legal definition of sexual harassment
documented results of unethical behavior according to is unwelcome verbal, visual or physical conduct of a
“The wealth effects of unethical business behavior”. sexual nature that is severe or pervasive and affects
They also said investment in unethical firms earn working conditions or creates a hostile work environment.
abnormally negative returns for prolonged periods. As the commission of the Europe union state sexual

The hidden costs of organizational dishonesty takes harassment pollutes the working environment and can
years to build a reputation for integrity that can be lost have a devastating effect upon the health, confidence,
overnight. Once an organization loses its reputation for morale and performance of those affected by it. The
integrity, the effect can be permanent. anxiety and stress produce by sexual harassment

Unethical behaviors are manifested by upper-level commonly leads to those subjected to it, taking time off-
management, workers throughout the organization note work due to sickness, being less efficient at work or
them and unethical behavior becomes a cultural norm. leaving their job to seek work elsewhere.
Ultimately, this culture results in detrimental behaviors Employees also offer the adverse consequence of the
such as under delivery on promises, turf guarding and harassment itself and short and long term damage to their
goal-lowering, budget-twisting, fact-hiding, detail employment prospects if they are forced to change jobs.
skipping, credit-hogging and escapegoating, according to Sexual harassment may also have a damaging impact on
the studies conducted by the online center for employee not themselves the object of unwanted
engineering and science at case western reserve behavior but who is witness to it or have knowledge of
University cited in the same article. the unwanted behavior. In general terms, sexual

In a work environment where unethical behavior harassment is an obstacle to the proper integration of
prevails, it brings about harm on sale, harm on stocks, women into the labor market.
worsen the risk from scandal, worsen employment fraud,
worsens productivity efficiency, communication and The  Effect  of  Sexual  Harassment  on  Organization:
performance of highly skilled, worsen retention and The following are the effects of sexual harassment:
recruiting, worsen sabotaging behavior, worsen employee
absenteeism. Decrease in success at meeting financial goals

Sexual Harassment in Organization: When deciding Increase health care costs and sick pay cost because
what sexual harassment is, it’s important to remember that of the health consequences of harassment
it is the effect of the behavior on the recipient that counts The knowledge that harassment is permitted can
and how it appears to another person. Even if someone undermine ethical standards and discipline in the
did not mean to harass an individual, their behavior or organization in general.
conduct is unacceptable if the recipient thinks it is Legal costs if the problem is ignored and
unwanted, unreasonable and offensive. complainants take the issue to court [14].

It is not just women who are sexually harassed, men
too are also harassed sexually either by women or other Reasons for Unethical Behavior in Work Environment:
men. Sexually harassment is not only wanted physical Ethical problems are inherent in business and again may
contact or making obscene or suggestive remarks. emerge in many different forms. Determining what is the

Sexual harassment is unlawful under the sex actual reason is one step that can be taken towards
discrimination Act. Lesbians and gay men are also minimizing their impact on business operations and on the
protected under the employment equality (sexual people affected. There are some obvious reasons for
orientation) regulations. An employee who experiences unethical behavior in organizations. It could be as a result
sexual harassment at work can seek compensation by of personal gain and selfish interest. Managers with
taking a case to an employment tribunal. The average selfish interests against other interest will approach
award made in a sexual harassment case topped 14,000 as unethical problems with egoistical mentality characterized
at 2004. According to [9], sexual harassment occurs when with the “I want the job that ought to be done for the
one employee makes continued, unwelcome sexual organization for personal gains.
advances, request for sexual favors and under verbal or A manager constrained with competitive pressure on
physical conduct of a sexual nature to another employee profits by firms interests against other firms interest will
against his/her wishes. This is also a form of sex approach ethical problems (unethical behavior) with

Decrease job satisfaction
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bottom line mentality characterized with the “we have to Judicial Board: This refers to a team of legal luminal
beat others at all costs. For instance, an organization formed to handle ethical issues concerning legal
decides to supply lesser weight or adulterated or poor practitioner’s behavior. Regular meetings such as
quality goods in other to make profits. seminars, workshops or monthly meetings are very useful

Managers whose business goals conflicts with his in solving ethical dilemmas. The problems must be clearly
personal values thus approaches unethical behavior with identified and solved by one of the following approaches.
authoritarian mentality exemplified by “Do as I say or
else!” For Example if a boss falsified document or records, Punishment: Toward monetary or non-monetary
he imposes it on the secretary to type the document punishment to restrain others from doing such wrongs.
knowing it is unethical when the secretary raises
eyebrows he uses his legitimate power and insist that the Reward: Give monetary and non-monetary rewards to
secretary types it against his/her personal values. those who have set excellent examples in ethical code of
Administrators must understand the culture differences conduct.
that affect views of morality in the community where they
are operating. Using ethnocentric mentality, he must Evaluate: If people are acting good due to good
understand the norms, traditions and values of the background and training of people act good due to fear of
community  and  obey  local  customs,  codes and laws. punishment and job scare.
For instance, when local traditional ceremonies are Ethics training or programs should be focused on
performed in the community where the organization is teaching organizational ethical values. Emphasis should
operating, say displaying masquerades where of that be laid on abiding by the rules and regulations of the work
community not minding whether they are right or wrong, culture, safety, cooperation and sharing of
good or proper. responsibilities, sharing experience relating to loyalty,

Some other reasons for unethical behavior are based team work spirit that will improve morale and use role
on the idea that organizations often reward behaviors that models in building good moral characters in younger
violate ethical standards. Consider for example, how many employees to bring goal suggestions that will minimize
business executives are expected to deal in bribes and unethical practice in the organization. To sustain such
payoffs, despite the negative publicity and ambiguity of behavior, appropriate reward system must be put in place.
some laws and how good corporate citizens who blow the The accounts auditing, material auditing stores stock
whistle on organizational wrong doing may fear being verifications help to bring out any unethical, unfair or
punished for their activities within the organization. negligent practice taking place. Auditors should also
However, it is often considered not only acceptable but check the figures (purchase, sales, payments etc) if in
desirable, to be much more secretive and deceitful. The doubt, go into full details to ascertain the possibilities of
practice of stonewalling, willing hiding relevant unfair practices. Many companies try to institutionalize.
information is quite common. One reason for this is that Ethical policy have created specific organizations to
organization may actually punish those who are too open enforce the policy, of these company more than 40% have
and honest [8]. also set up programs to teach their employees how to

confront moral problems in business. Participating
Ways of Constituting Ethical Policy companies report that “the give and take” of these
Corporate Code of Conduct: They are statement of rules programs helps sensitive employees to ethical issues,
and regulations stipulating what employees should do broaden and deepen employee’s awareness of code
and how they handle ethical issues bothering an employer directives and under-ethical principles.
and employees behaviors. Examples of such committees
are examination malpractice committee, disciplinary Ethical Dilemma: Ethical dilemma also known as moral
committee and so on. dilemma has been a problem for ethical theorists as far

Ombudsman officer refers to a highly respected back as Plato. An ethical dilemma is a situation wherein
officer in the organization. He is neither an advocate for moral precepts or ethical obligations conflict in such a
the company or for the employees. He is mainly way that any possible solution to the dilemma is morally
concerned with continuous reviews of existing system in tolerable. In other words, an ethical dilemma is any
and development of emerging issues on important ethical situation in which guiding moral principles cannot
matters. determine which course of action is right or wrong.
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Ethical dilemma is a complex situation that will often Analyze the Action: Now consider all of your options
involve an apparent mental conflict between moral
imperatives in which to obey one will result in
transgressing another. This is also called an ethical
paradox since in moral philosophy; paradox often plays a
central role in ethics debates.

Dilemmas that require an ethical explanation are quite
common at work. Both employers and employees have to
face dilemma in an organization. Conflicts are bound to
arise when an organization has people who are diverse in
nationality, age, education, race, religion, sex, socio-
economic status and employment experience. The most
common ethical dilemma at work includes power,
authority, confidentiality, honesty and loyalty. While
resolving these dilemmas both the employer and the
employee have a different perspective.

The perspective of employees in an organization is
always in a dilemma. The employee does not even know
how to work since organization beliefs and value are often
kept official and are not revealed to the employees.
However, it is the responsibility of the employers to
clearly describe the goals and objectives of the
organization to the employees if they are expecting to
create harmonious and acceptable working environment.
Employees should be trained to resolve conflict. One well
and frequently discussed examples of an ethical dilemma
was offered by Jean Paul Satire. Satire asks us to imagine
a man who lives in occupied France during the war and
feels obliged to fight in the war. What does the young
man do?

How  to   Resolve   Ethical  Dilemma   in   Organization:
In the current era of ever growing competition and limited
financial resources, entrepreneurs and business managers
instantly encounter certain dilemmas related to business.
Most of the times, entrepreneurs’ managers tend to feign
 away from ethical issues while takings decisions on
dilemma either due to ignorance or on purpose. Here is a
three step process for solving an ethical problem.

Analyze the Consequences: Assume you have a variety
of options consider the range of both positive and
negative consequences connected with each one. For
example; who will be helped by what you do? Who will be
hurt? What kind of benefit of harm are we talking about?
After all, some “goods” in life (like health) are more
valuable than others. How does all of this look over the
long run as well as the short run? And if you are tempted
to give short shrift to the long run, just remember that you
are living with a lot of long term negative consequences.

from a completely different perspective. Don’t think about
the consequences; concentrate instead strictly on the
actions. How do they measure up against moral principles
like honesty, fairness, equality, respecting the dignity of
others, respecting people’s rights and recognizing the
vulnerability of individual’s weaker or less fortunate than
others?

Make   a   Decision:   Take   both    part    of    your
analysis  into  account  and  make  a  decision. This
strategy should give you at least some basic steps you
can follow.

Professional Secretary’s Code of Ethics: The ethics of a
professional secretary are moral principles relating to the
job by which you will be bound. These requirements are
automatically taken on board when you accept any
position as a secretary who will be expected to uphold
them at all times you really do take the secretarial oath
when you become a secretary. 

Confidentiality:    Always    keep    information  private
and confidential about the firm you work for and its
clients.

Honesty: Do you take the credit for something you did
not do and do not let someone else enjoy the credit for
something you did not do! Always tell the truth. Trust me,
you will be more credible with both your boss and fellow
workers.

Loyalty: Always be loyal to your boss and company.
Never sell them out to any cost. However, having said
this, your boss is to get also has to prove to you he/she
is worthy of your loyalty. Do not get caught up in the
office gossiping. If you display your loyalty you will
receive the same in return.

Reliability: This shows you are reliable. Be punctual for
work and meeting at all times and remember, always take
the relevant documentation with you to the meetings. Do
not abuse the “sickle”. You just never know what your
future holds in relation to your health.

Work Supervised: Always keep your work up to date and
be productive. Meet deadlines, Every day, write up a list
of the task you need to undertake to ensure none are
overlooked and have them in priority order.
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Cooperativeness: Always assist and share your expertise Presentations and Analysis of Data
with your colleagues whenever it is possible. Always be Hypothesis 1
happy to carry out duties asked of you but also know H 1: There is no effect of unethical behavior on
when to say “No” tactfully and explain why you cannot organizational productivity?
do the task asked of you. From the analysis made, the result shows that the P

Flexibility: If it is 3.00pm or 5.00pm as the case maybe and significant which indicate that there is a great effect of
your boss needs an important report typed and faxed unethical behaviors of secretary’s on organizations
immediately. The best jobs are where you have a “Give productivity. Therefore, we accept the alternate
and Take” arrangement. You just never know when you hypothesis and reject the null hypothesis. This outcome
may want an hour off at a minute’s notice to attend an is supported by Philip [12] who revealed that unethical
emergency. behaviors in firms can result in lower productivity

Multi-Skilling: Learn as much as possible about The study found out that there is a great effect of
computer programs and other positions in the unethical behavior in the organization. Findings revealed
organizations. You may need the knowledge when you that there are hidden costs (effects) of unethical practices
apply for advancement within the firm. in organizations. This outcome is supported by

Bribery:  Do  not  be  tempted  to  accept  gifts  or  favors overnight because of unethical practices. This effect can
from  internal  or  external  clients  just  in  case  there  is be permanent. Also, there are likely causes of ethical
an  underlying  reason.  Always  follow  your company’s problems in organizations. The findings revealed that
procedure   and   policies,   very   rarely   you   will  ever ethical problems could be as a result of personal gain and
get something for nothing. There is usually always a selfish interest, managers constrained with competitive
trade-off.  You  may end up the ultimate price which is pressure on profits by firm’s interest against other firm’s
your job. interest and also cultural differences affect the views of

Research  Methods  and  Design:  In   this   study,  the Ugoji [8].
data  collection  method was a survey design. Finally, Secretaries are being faced with several
Convenience   Sampling   was   used   to   get   the  sample challenges which are in line with an article titled “The
size   of 35   Secretaries.   16   secretaries   from   Niger challenges of ethical behavior in organization” [16]. He
Delta   University,   Wilberforce   Island,   Bayelsa  State mentioned that one of the challenges of ethical behavior
and  19   secretaries   from   Rivers   State    College   of is that organizations reward behaviors that violate ethical
Arts   and    Science,    Rumuola,   Port   Harcourt.  The standards. Secretaries are most times harassed sexually
data  was  gathered  through  the  use  of  questionnaire. which could create uncomfortable work environment for
All   questionnaire   distributed   were  retrieved. them, which is similar to Boland [14] who said sexual
Correlation   was    the    statistical    tool    used   for harassment decreases productivity and increase team
analysis. conflict, decrease in success at meeting financial goals,

0

value is 0.0001 which is less than 0.05 and is considered

especially among highly skilled employees.

Josephson [15] who observed that integrity can be lost

morality in the community. This outcome agrees with

decrease job satisfaction etc.

Table 1: Effects of unethical behavior on organizational productivity.
Questions Agree Disagree Total Correlation
Coefficient Determination tailed (r squared) P value Coefficient Two
1 28 5 35 -0.9774 0.0001 0.6539
2 30 4 35
3 26 8 35
4 32 3 35
5 24 11 35
6 28 6 35
7 31 3 35
8 33 2 35
9 29 5 35
10 25 9 35
Total 286 56 350
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CONCLUSION Organizations should enlighten their employee about

In conclusion, unethical behavior which is seen to be
unhealthy for organization can hinder success in
achieving their goals. Ethical secretaries who find
themselves in an unethical work environment face a lot of
challenges including sexual harassment, document
falsification, leaking out confidential matters etc. Such
unethical practices have great effect on the growth of the
organization because the secretary who is greatly affected
is seen to be working in an uncomfortable work
environment. Unethical business practices are in existence
in our midst. Therefore, this is the time to fight such
practices.

Furthermore, ethical problems in organizations
continue to greatly concern society, organizations and
individuals. The potential impact that organizational
culture can have on ethical behavior has not really been
explored. The challenges of ethical behavior must be met
by organizations if they are truly concerned about
survival and competitiveness. What is needed in today’s
complicated times is for more organizations to step
forward and operate with strong positive and ethical
cultures. Efforts should be geared towards solving these
problems to enable secretaries and other employees to
overcome the problems of frustrations. The environment
should be comfortable for them so as to get the best from
the secretaries.

Finally, the organizational and governmental policies
as they relate to the secretaries should be made flexible
and there should be proper awareness of the ethical code
of conduct in an organization.

Recommendations: Based on the conclusions drawn from
the findings, it would be necessary to recommend what
would help to solve the problems associated with the
challenges faced by ethical secretaries in unethical work
environment. The following are our recommendations.

Organizations should ensure that employees know
how to deal with ethical issues in their everyday work
lives. Chief Executives should encourage ethical
consciousness in their organizations from the top
down showing the support and care about ethical
practices. Formal processes should be used to
support and reinforce ethical behavior.
The challenges of ethical behavior should be met by
organizations if they are truly concerned about
survival and competitiveness. Organization should
step forward and operate with strong, positive and
ethical cultures.

ethical standards, correct behavior and how ethical
issues would be handled. This will set the pace for
decision making at all levels and in all circumstances.
We all know that unethical behavior can retard the
development of any organization; therefore
organization should make concerted effort to create
an ethically oriented culture sufficiently stating the
ethics of the organizations.
Organization should create ethical awareness,
encourage ethical reasoning, support ethical actions,
provide ethical leadership, publicize organizations
ethical value so that workers and customers clearly
understand them and reward ethical behaviors.
Leadership and managers in organization should
show ethical examples by avoiding office politics,
respect privacy, practice empathy, avoid rumor
mongering and criticize ideas not people.
The philosophic of top managers as well as
immediate supervisors should focus on
institutionalization of ethical norms and practices that
are incorporated into all organization.
Sexual harassment which is seen as a challenge
should be discouraged in order to create a conducive
work environment for secretaries to work in order to
achieve the organizations set goals.
Secretaries should be able to keep confidential
matters secret. They are seen as the eye of the
organization. If any confidential matter leaks out, it
can be used against the organization.
Ethics training or programs should be focused on
teaching organizational ethical values. Emphasis
should be laid on abiding by the rules. 
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